Introduction
Drape is an important property showing how a fabric hangs under its own weight. When the fabric is draped, various configurations are found and different forms are obtained. This is due to the anisotropy of the structure of textile fabrics.
The study of the "drapability" of textile fabrics proved their capacities to become deformed and thus their aptitude to be harmonised with the bodies with which they are in contact. Non-conformity between the style of the draped model and the end use of garments must be avoided when choosing fabrics. This helps to get rid of several problems.
The drape coefficient provides an objective description of drape deformation in three dimensions. In several works, the study of three-dimensional drape in terms of drape coefficient is empirically related to two-dimensional drape in terms of bending properties. Cusick [6, 7] proved by statistical evidence that fabric drape involves curvature in several directions and that the shear angle and bending length have an effect on the deformation. Mooraka and Niwa [9] studied the relation between drape coefficient and mechanical properties. They showed that bending rigidity and weight are the most critical parameters of drape. Chaudhary [3] conducted a study to predict drape coefficient by weaving parameters. He said that drape is strongly related to the weaving parameters. Jeong and Philips [13] found that fabric cover has a significant effect on fabric drape because of its effect on bending rigidity. The drape is influenced by crimp, fabric tightness and yarn interaction. Chen and Govindaraj [4] in their attempts observed that Young's modulus, shear modulus and thickness have varying effects on extent of fabric drape but Poisson's ratio has no significant effect on drape. Pant [14] found substantial increase in drape coefficient of acrylic and polyvinyl acetate-finished fabrics due to the increase in stiffness. However, with silicone finish, drape coefficient decreased slightly. Fathy [5] showed that the highest correlation has been found between the fabric drape and stiffness and the parameters which indicate fabric tightness. Agrawal [1] found that bending parameters are highly correlated to nodal parameters, and she proved that height of hanging is highly correlated to drape coefficient and nodal length [2] .
Previous researchers have studied the relationship between some fabric parameters and the drape. It has been found that in most of the cases, their methods are time consuming.
In order to overcome this shortcoming, the present study proposes application of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to prove the relationships between some structural properties of some fabrics and the drape parameters. PCA is used to transform a number of correlated variables into a number of uncorrelated ones. This sub-space method reduces the multidimensional data sets into lower dimensions for carrying the analysis. Thus, the main aim of this study is to extract certain conducting patterns from multidimensional data and to compare two groups of users: fabric parameters and drape parameters.
Materials and methods

Materials
Fifty-five woven fabrics with twill and plain weaves were chosen for preparation of the samples in this study. The fabric samples were conditioned in standard atmospheric conditions for at least 24 hours to allow them attain a stable condition before evaluating the drape. The fabrics are 80% cotton and 20% cotton/polyester.
The fabric weight was measured using French Standard NF G07-104. For the fabric thickness, the French Standard NF
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Image analysis method was used to calculate the real surface of the drape to determine the numerical drape coefficient. This method is based on the passage by the original colour image to grey level image and finally to the binary one. The method of image processing for fabric drape measurement is characterised by the precision, speed and the ability to make various measurements.
The drape coefficient can be calculated using the following formula: (2) where: DC is the drape coefficient, c the correlation between the centimetre and the pixel.
The node number N node here is calculated by the image analysis method.
Methods
The PCA is a powerful means of analysing quantitative data (continuous or discrete). This reliable method determines the weights for each image source by using the Eigen vector corresponding to the largest Eigen value of the covariance matrix.
The process phases for the PCA method for n variables correspond in a first step to calculate statistical variables, then to build a matrix of correlation of the variables and finally to calculate the Eigen values. The description of this method (steps and equations) is presented below. G07-153 is used. The method of measuring the bending rigidity is presented below.
Measurement of bending rigidity:
The method used in this study to measure the bending (or flexural) rigidity B of fabrics is known as "Cantilever test" and is presented in Figure 1 . It enables the measurement of the fabric bending rigidity in weft, warp and skew directions. The test method consists in clamping a horizontal strip of each fabric at one end and the rest of the strip is slipped and allowed to hang under its proper weight. When the tip of the strip reaches a plane inclined at 41.5° below the horizontal, the overhanging length is measured and noted (L).
The bending rigidity was calculated using the following equation The above formula was used for the calculation of the bending rigidity B warp , B weft and B skew respectively in the warp, weft and in skew directions.
Measurement of drape coefficient DC and node number N node :
Modifications on the system of Cusick drapemeter ( Figure 2) were made by the addition of an achievable application under Matlab in order to calculate the drape coefficient DC% [10] . Eigen values are the weight of the corresponding axis; the decrease of the Eigen values and the variability leads us to consider only the first two principal axes. The Eigen value λ k of the covariance is defined as:
(10)
Results and discussions
As seen in The first interesting result to be analysed is the matrix of correlations (Table 2 ). It is found that not only the warp bending rigidity and the skew bending rigidity are correlated (r = 0.854) but also the thickness and fabric weight (r = 0.839). For a definite drape coefficient, different configurations (shadows) of the fabric and variations in the node numbers are obtained. Hence, a negative correlation between the drape coefficient and the node number is found. The node number is also negatively correlated to the three bending rigidities. It is found that the weft bending rigidity is slightly correlated with other variables. This indicates that the warp bending rigidity and the skew bending rigidity are the most influential properties.
As revealed in Table 3 and Figure 3 , the Eigen values are fortunately related to a simple concept: the quality of the projection when changing dimensions of n (where n is the number of variables, here 7) to a smaller number of dimensions. In this case, the first Eigen value is 3.795 representing 54% of Statistics of the studied variables:
The average m f is calculated using the following formula:
The average variance S f is defined as: (4) The standard deviation σ f is given as:
Matrix of the correlation of the variables:
In interpreting the principal components, it is often useful to know the correlations between variables. We start by calculating the variance
which is defined as:
The covariance measures the joint dispersion of two random variables around their means and is defined as:
The correlation is defined as a measure of the dependence between two random variables x i and m k . The coefficients of linear correlation r ik are concluded from equations (6) and (7) as: (8) where: i=1,2,.....n, k=1,2,......n, i ≠ k.
The correlation is checked by testing the following hypothesis:
When: r is close to 1, the variables are significantly positively correlated. r is close to 0, then the variables are not significantly correlated. r is close to -1, the variables are significantly negatively correlated.
It's possible to build a matrix of correlation whose elements are the coefficients of linear correlation r jk : the variability. This means that if there are data on a single axis, then there will always be 54% of the total variability preserved.
Each Eigen value corresponds to a factor. Each factor is a linear combination of the original variables. The Eigen values and factors are listed in descending order of represented variability. Figure 3 enables us to select the axes for which the graphics should be displayed. In this case, the percentage of variability shown in the first two axes is high (73.965%).
In the literature, many parameters are cited as influencing the drape. Hu and Chan [11] found that bending rigidity, bending hysteresis, shear rigidity and weight are correlated with drape; they found also that bending hysteresis and bending rigidity are correlated. Lindberg et al. [12] , Grosberg [8] and Oloffson [15] found that the most significant parameters correlating well with drape were bending rigidity and bending length. In this work, we measured bending rigidity in weft, warp and skew directions as well as thickness and weight (Figure 4) . For a small change in thickness, we tested a significant variation in the drape coefficient (r =0.150) and node number (r=-0.149); these results prove that drape is slightly influenced by fabric thickness. The reason is due to the fact that the thickness has an effect on the flexural rigidity of the fabric -when the fabric thickness increases, drape becomes asymmetrical [4] .
The chart below is one of the objectives of the PCA. It allows to represent fabrics from a two-dimensional map, and thus to identify trends. Figure 5 shows that fabrics T3, T5, T11 and Se11 are specific, as well as fabrics Se8, T9, T14 and T20, which have a high weight and a drape coefficient above the average. and node number). From the study and analyses, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• The proposed method has been found efficient for proving correlation between the drape and the bending rigidity and the weight, which confirms results found by Morooka and Niwa [9] .
• The drape coefficient is negatively correlated to the node number.
• The node number is negatively correlated with the three bending rigidity parameters (bending rigidity in the warp, skew and weft directions).
• The warp bending rigidity is correlated with the skew bending rigidity.
The graph below is allowed to represent the parameters of a two-dimensional map.
Its aim is to provide approached plane images of the cloud of fabrics located in the space R p . All the projections of all the points of the cloud of 55 fabric samples on the first factorial axis known as first factor represent new fabric parameters [17] .
Conclusion
In the foregoing study, the use of the PCA method has been proposed and adopted for finding similarities and contrasts between some fabric parameters (thickness, weight and bending rigidity) and the drape parameters (drape coefficient 
